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Abstract
This paper gives an outlook of recent smart city activities in Europe and North America which leverage interchange and utilization of cross-sector data. In these regions, cities are now focused on achieving digital transformation of the city management after experiencing many challenges in the earlier smart city efforts. And now the
goal for the smart city has become to build a more sustainable and citizen-centric community via cross-cutting,
problem-solving, and flexible approach. Such an innovation agenda calls for an open and agile nature for the
data exchange platform and an EU-originated open source software called FIWARE, which is rapidly gaining its
visibility as the de-facto standard smart city IoT platform, is highlighted. Furthermore, some important clues in
achieving digitalization of cities, including non-technical aspects, are also discussed.
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1. Introduction

tion because of the possibility that they will contribute
substantially to sustainable city management.

While the world population is continuing to grow, the
population in urban areas is increasing much more rapidly and, by the year 2050, two thirds of the world popu-

2. Worldwide Expansion of Digital Smart Cities

lation is predicted to live in urban areas. This trend has

The projects associated with the smart city were be-

become the source of various social issues, including

gun in Europe and are currently being expanded world-

delays in infrastructures preparations, widening gaps

wide (Fig. 1).

in life expectancy levels and insufficiency of resources

Smart city initiatives in their initial period have been

(foods, water, energy, rare metals, etc.). On the other

focused on enhancing the efficiency of specific service

hand, in the regions where the industrial development

domains such as for power supply or traffic infrastruc-

has matured, such as in Europe and Japan, another set

tures. However, since the problems of cities affect each

of issues are emerging that accompany the increase

other across the domains, a more holistic approach is

in the aging population and the aging of urban infra-

necessary in order to create a sustainable city. Also, in

structures. Aiming at solving these issues by 2030, the

the initial period, smart city projects tended to focus

United Nations has defined 17 goals and 169 targets to

on introducing new technologies by working with glob-

be comprehensively achieved by 2030 and has compiled

al technology providers. Consequently, the outcome of

them into the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

those projects were seriously questioned as to whether

The SDGs were unanimously adopted at the 2015 Gen-

they really improved citizen’s lives. There is also the

eral Assembly by the 193 member states. Countries in

issue that many projects are still in the pilot stage.

the leading position have recently taken the approach

Even when a smart city in an early stage is developed

of achieving the targets via a digital revolution and the

via government funding, it cannot be expanded unless

projects of advanced smart cities are attracting atten-

a more sustainable financial mechanism is established
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France

Sweden
Smart and Connected City(Stockholm)

Norway
Smart Oslo

MIC, Data Utilization Smart City

Smart City Montpellier

HRI(Helsinki Region Infoshare)
HSL(Helsinki Region Transport)

Austria
Smart City Wien

Germany

Denmark

Canada

Cabinet Office, Society 5.0

Grand Lyon,Smart City
Nice Smart City

Finland

Japan

Smart Region(Paris/13 areas of ile de France)

Sidewalk Labs(Waterfront Tront)
Vancouver Smart City

The United States

(Takamatsu, Kakogawa, etc.)
METI, Smart Community (Kashiwa-no-ha,
Fujisawa SST, Yokohama, etc.)

GCTC:Global City Teams Challenge (NIST)
Smart Cities New York(LinkNYC, CoolNYC, etc.)

China

San Francisco Smart City(SFpark, etc.)

Wuxi Smart City

PBOT Smart Cities(Portland, Oregon)
SmartATL(Atlanta)

DOLL(Living Lab)

Smart City Berlin

Yinchuan Smart City

Smart city Copenhagen

Smart City Munchen(Stadtwerke, etc.)

Hangzhou Smart City

Smarter DC(Washington DC)

Tianjin Smart City

Smart Cities San Diego

Smart Aarhus

Humburg SmartCity

The Netherlands

Model City Mannheim(Moma)

ASC(Amsterdam Smart City)

The United Kingdom
PAS-181(SCF:Smart City Framework)

Smart City Stuttgart

Spain
Smart Santander

Digital Greenwich(London)

Smart City 3.0(smartcity Barcelona)

Bristol is Open

Madrid Smart City

Future City Glasgow

Valencia SmartCity

Manchester Smarter City(CityVerve, etc.)

San Sebastian Smart City

MK:Smart(Milton Keynes)

Malaga Smart City

Portugal

Ireland
Smart Dublin

Lisbon Smart City

South Korea

Smart Chicago

Songdo Ubiquitous-City

Lake Nona Medical City(Orlando)

Israel

Argentina

Tel Aviv Smart City(Tel-O-Fun, etc.)

Tigre Operations Center(Public Safety)

The United Arab Emirates

Brazil

Smart Dubai

Smart City Projects Rio(Rio De Janeiro)

Australia

Masdar City(Abu Dhabi)

India

Adelaide Smart City Plan

DMIC(Delhi-Mumbai Industrial Corridor)

Parramatta Smart City

New Zealand

Smart City Tirupati(Andhra Pradesh)
100 Smart Cities Plan

Wellington smart capital

GIFT City(Gujarat)

Resilient Greater Christchurch Plan

Singapore
Smart Nation

: Projects participated by NEC).

ty for the various stakeholders.
Based on the recognition of issues as described above

Integrated
city-wide
governance

attempts to convert smart city projects to next-generation ones are now beginning to emerge.
In Europe, the European Commission has defined the
high-level strategy of “Digital Single Market (DSM)”.
And as the related agenda, initiatives such as Digitizing

data
Infrastructure

City data unlocked from individual silos

Service management
Business management
Digital asset management

(Simplified model based on PAS-181: 2014)

European Industry and the e-Government Action Plan
were established in 2016. In this way, cross-cutting data

Internally-driven innovation

gies. We must also try to maintain financial sustainabili-

Citizens
SMEs
Charities

Transport

instead of simply prioritizing the use of new technolo-

Services

City information marketplace

Entrepreneurs
Start-ups
Universities

Water

implementation into a problem-solving type approach,

Business

Citizen-centric services

Waste

however required to convert the approach to smart city

Customer
delivery

Energy

as AI and IoT is currently raising great expectations. It is

Citizen

Externally-driven innovation
(Co-created public services)

The use of recently emerging digital technologies such

(Integrated service delivery and resource optimization)

that assures continuous operation.

Health

Fig. 1 The Major Smart City Projects = Worldwide (

Fig. 2 New integrated operation model for smart city.

utilization is now making steady progress as seen, for
instance as the consolidated Open Data Portal that gathers the open data of member countries.
In the United States, the Global City Teams Challenge
(GCTC) was started in 2014. This is a program under

ing at breaking away from the “silo mentality” and offering services based on citizen-centric designs (Fig. 2).

the leadership of the National Institute of Standards and

In the present paper, we refer to the next-generation

Technology (NIST) that aims at deploying IoT technolo-

approach as the digital smart city. The objective of this

gies to smart cities. Based on cross-cutting linkages of

approach is the digital innovation of cities by solving is-

various fields including those for traffic management,

sues of the smart cities emerging in the initial period as

energy, and health, the local governments, academic

described below (Fig. 3).

institutions, enterprises and NPOs are organizing teams

The first step is to transform the approach into the

called action clusters to solve these issues. This program

problem-solving type approach without presupposing

also attracts participants from countries other than the

specific technologies and to prioritize cross-cutting data

United States, including Japan.

utilization. Open data allows the administrative informa-

In the UK, the Smart City Framework (SCF) was is-

tion of various fields to be used and the application of

sued as a guide to assist city leaders in their efforts for

IoT combines real-world data so that data obtained from

achieving innovations that can overcome social issues.

diversified sources can be applied collaboratively.

The British Standards Institution (BSI) has formulated it

The services to be provided in the next step presup-

as the Publicly Available Specification (PAS-181: 2014)1)

pose evolution brought about by innovations. The stan-

in which an integrated operation model is defined, aim-

dardized Application Programming Interface (API) is
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Problem-solving
type approach

City
Management
Evidence-based
city planning and
management
Investment model for
sustained operation

City

Data utilization systems
(Services in application domains)

Regional problems
Economic cycle

Citizen

Citizen

Data utilization

Participation

Evolution-oriented services
Citizen engagement strengthened
(Citizen-centric services)
Collaboration with diverse developers
(Innovation creation)

Modules
Data
management

Device
management

Big data
analysis

Authentication

Event
detection

Open data
linkage

Disaster
Resilience

7 categories
with approx. 40 types

Health

Tourism

Disaster
Prevention

Traffic

Tourism

Infra.

Open data inquiries

Cross-domain data utilization
Open data (Administration data)
IoT data (Real-world data)

Safety

Open data acquisition

Open API(NGSI)

FIWARE

Open APIقNGSI)
OSS implementation
Standard data model

NGSI
Data model

Open API(NGSI)
Open data
registration

National
Information source systems
Govt systems
(Existing systems, etc.)

Open data
provision

Local
Govt systems

Private
systems

Fig. 4 Features of FIWARE.

Fig. 3 Requirements for the digital smart city.
the international standard (NGSI-9/10). The nature of
its open architecture enables extension of the systems
open so that the various developers can participate. The

without relying on a single ICT vendor. In addition, the

data utilization systems that become the contact points

modular structure enables quick startup by freely com-

with citizens are designed as citizen-centric city man-

bining the modules required for each city. The developed

agement design (design thinking approach) in order to

modules can be replicated and reused in another city, so

encourage the engagement of citizen groups.

that flexibility is very high.

Meanwhile, the establishment of monetization mech-

When FIWARE is used as the core method for connect-

anism is necessary in order to carry out sustainable op-

ing various information source systems and application

erations under limited financial investment. The objec-

systems, it will be possible to utilize data efficiently by

tive is to develop the investment and economic growth

means of the cross-cutting approach (Fig. 4).

models and scale them in a sustainable manner. By im-

In 2016, the FIWARE Foundation was established as

plementing the capability of assessing the outcomes of

a non-profit organization for promotion under private

projects based on measured data, the evidence-based

leadership. It holds a FIWARE Summit series as the

city management may be implemented.

place of exchange between stakeholders: including de-

Composite efforts as described above may not only

velopers, entrepreneurs and governmental officials. It

solve problems in individual fields but may also promote

also activates promotion activities by organizing a busi-

the creation overall of new social values. Innovations for

ness-focused ecosystem as described below.

flexibly dealing with various environmental changes lead

The foundation works together to align the reference

to the birth of new industries, and the resulting econom-

architectures with smart city consortia such as the OASC

ic growth will make it possible to implement a sustain-

(Open & Agile Smart City) and TM Forum. The TM Forum

able city.

is the association that issued the City as a Platform Manifesto in 2017 and defined ten common principles driving

3. FIWARE as the Data Interchange Platform
In Europe known as an advanced region of smart cities, the Data utilization platform FIWARE has been de-

smart city achievements. These principles include the
need to be grounded in open architectures and to have the
support of goal 11 of the SDGs (Making cities and human
settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable).

veloped starting from 2011 and has been financed under

The foundation is also endeavoring to disseminate

the next-generation Future Internet-Public-Private Part-

FIWARE by supporting the acceleration of start-up en-

nership (FI-PPP) program. NEC has been participating in

terprises as well as by enhancing collaborations with

this program from the initial phase.

investment institutions while offering technical support.

The core function of FIWARE is the “context informa-

Furthermore, under the collaboration with standard-

tion management” that provides application systems

ization organizations such as the International Telecom-

with various IoT data at desired timings. One of its

munication Union (ITU) and European Telecommunica-

main features is that it implements this function as the

tions Standards Institute (ETSI), harmonization of API

open source software (OSS) of an API, conforming to

specifications is underway. These efforts are making the
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FIWARE the de-facto standard in Europe. As of 2018, FI-

itate the various stakeholders to stimulate the inception

WARE has already been adopted by more than 115 cities

of innovations regionally, even at the technological level

including some from outside Europe.

while aligning the direction to the mayoral level goals

With the consideration that the endeavors of the FI-

as detailed above. In addition the FIWARE Foundation

WARE community as described above are indispensable

installs regional city co-creation centers called iHubs or

also for Japan to achieve its Society 5.0 policy, NEC be-

Innovation Hubs for use as places of exchange between

came the first Japanese enterprise member of the high-

stakeholders; including regional enterprises, universities,

est-class (Platinum) of the FIWARE Foundation in March

public institutions and entrepreneurs. An example of

2017. Acting as a member of the Board of Directors

iHub in Malaga (Spain) provides an environment for app

(BoD) and Technical Steering Committee (TSC), NEC is

development using various in-city data accumulated on

leading the promotion of the enhancement and the ex-

the FIWARE and uses a shared office for the guidance of

tension of the functions of FIWARE.

business models to prepare startups and arrange exhibitions to demonstrate the developed products.

4. Mechanisms for Promoting Digitalization
4.1 Cases of frontrunner smart cities

The living lab is one of the active value verification
mechanisms of the IoT era that is attracting attention
as the place of verification for the validity of solutions.
The most well-known living labs include the DOLL2) and

In reality, to simply introduce digital technologies can-

ENoLL3). The DOLL (Denmark) is a place for encounters

not alone advance digital innovation. Smart cities need

and experience of the developers and purchasers of

to implement mechanisms that can promote digital in-

smart city solutions. Three laboratories including the

novation.

Living Lab (place of experience), Quality Lab (testing

In Amsterdam (Netherlands), the Amsterdam Smart

environment) and Virtual Lab (virtual development en-

City (ASC) was established as the government-private

vironment) are organized there. ENoLL or the European

investment-based consortium for promoting the creation

Network of Living Labs is an international association of

of an intelligent city. In 2014, the municipality installed

living laboratories worldwide, and particularly in Europe.

the Chief Technology Officer (CTO). With the ASC occu-

After starting up in 2006, it began the concept of the

pying the core position, more than 70 enterprises and

“open ecosystem” that enables mutual benchmarking

organizations are gathered to advance digital innova-

between participants by providing experiment facilities

tions by respecting the bottom-up approach by involv-

and best practice information exchange opportunities.

ing the citizenry. At the same time as the ASC assumes
leadership in start-up support activities, the municipality

4.2 Common points in digital technology promotion

runs a data lab and implements more than 200 projects.
After a year or two, when actual results are confirmed,
the target areas are to be expanded.

Based on the projects outlined above, this section
enumerates the points commonly required for the pro-

Helsinki (Finland) is improving the start-up support by

motion of digitalization. To begin with, declaration of the

aiming at transforming the city into an innovative hub.

vision aimed at by each city in a written form and strong

The municipality opened the Helsinki Region Infoshare

leadership of the chief executive are the minimum con-

(HRI) in 2011 to enable free use of open data in a wide

ditions. But this is not enough to arouse the courage of

range of categories from traffic to buildings, economy,

challenging new concepts in the field or for changing the

taxes, cultural and health matters. The Helsinki Region

procedures that have been inherited with the “silo men-

Transport (HSL) that was organized in 2010 by several

tality”. Therefore, advanced smart cities are adopting

local governments including the Helsinki municipality

the four functions of: facilitation, startup support, inno-

supports startup enterprises by providing open data and

vation hub and living lab.

open API. Several enterprises utilize the open data to

Facilitation refers to a post or organization that leads

develop services such as Mobility as a Service (MaaS)

the cross-cutting smart city implementation, including

including route guidance, and more than 30 services

data strategy, in place of the chief executive. This post

have already been registered.

may be called the CTO or CDO (Chief Digital Officer)

The characteristics commonly observed in cities such

who should assume responsibility for what is achieved.

as the above are; 1) the high-level goals that each city

Verifications of hypotheses based on data are repeated

should aim for are defined explicitly and shared by cross-

from the policy candidate phase by setting the Key Per-

ing the barriers of efficiency improvement per depart-

formance Indicators (KPIs). What is important is that

ment, and; 2) there exists an organization that can facil-

the appropriate municipal official continuously oversees
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the work as the staff commander, in place of relying on

Reference

outsider control.
The startup support is to create an environment for
fostering entrepreneurs who can function as the motive
force for promotion of the regional economy. This support includes training programs for the utilization and
monetization of data, introduction of mentors and network development.
The innovation hub is the place of exchange for driving
bottom-up innovations. It changes the urban services

1) BSI:PAS 181:2014 Smart city framework – Guide to establishing strategies for smart cities and communities
https://shop.bsigroup.com/upload/Smart_cities/BSIPAS-181-executive-summary-UK-EN.pdf
2) DOLL - Lighting the Future of Smart Cities
http://www.lightinglab.dk/UK/About/
3) ENoLL:European Network of Living Labs
https://enoll.org/about-us/

from those exclusively belonging to the administration
and builds new local business ecosystems. Exchange of
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ideas of multiple stakeholders including the administra-
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tion, citizens, universities, enterprises and NPOs aims
at the creation of services by using the design thinking

Senior Vice President, NEC Corporation
Member of Board of Directors, FIWARE Foundation

approach.
The living laboratory provides the place for verification experiments to enable the initial startup of the new
services. It provides actual environments for testing the
IoT services, partitioning them by period and area. This

The details about this paper can be seen at the following.

Related URL:
NEC joins FIWARE Foundation as a platinum member
https://www.nec.com/en/press/201703/global_20170317_01.html

makes it possible for an introductory start of open and
agile developments.
The leading smart cities combine mechanisms as described above to tackle digital innovations targeting sustainable, citizen-centric city managements.
5. Conclusion
The perspective for development of digital smart cities
worldwide is given. The trends are recently shifting from
the enhancement of the smartness of individual fields
to smart cities based on cross-sectional data utilization.
Although many projects are still at the experiment verification stage, common points required for advanced
innovations are now taking on a clear shape.
In Japan, the national government has started to take
the leadership in promotion of data utilization aiming
at the implementation of Society 5.0. We aim to avoid
these efforts from becoming sporadic and to enable
sustained innovation based on each region’s own leadership. We also anticipate that the approaches as introduced above that are ongoing worldwide, will offer a
worthy reference.
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